Development of Dance Is Miss Bellinger's Topic

By Edith Fern Hicks

Miss Jean Bellinger, in her lecture on "Dance as a Contemporaneous Art," to be given at 4 p.m. in Pine Hall B, will discuss the development of dance in the modern era. Miss Bellinger, professor of art, has been conducting classes in modern dance since 1945 and has been active in modern and contemporary dance activities.

BIDDEE BENEFIT DANCE

Bonfire Rally Before Season's Final Game; Post-Game Dance to Honor Senior Players

A giant pre-game bonfire rally and post-game dancing are being planned for the last game of the season between the San Diego State and California College teams, which is scheduled to take place in the stadium on Wednesday. The rally, to be held at 5:45 p.m., will feature music provided by the Santa Barbara College Glee Club, and the post-game dancing will follow the game at 7 p.m.

NEW COLONEL'S COEDS chosen by ROTC cadets are (top row, left to right) Captain Betty Dorman, Major Jodi Royal, Major Linda Wallachlanger, Major Peggy Eagon (5-B), and Captain Holly Thomas. (Bottom row) Captain Virginia Krehbiel. These girls help sponsor ROTC activities.

Premises Given

The Santa Barbara College student body has evolved a program of government which has a strong influence on the publicly held attitudes and criticisms of the students. The main manifestations of economic and political activities on the campus are the University Administration, the students' council, and the University Senate. The main concerns of the students are the maintenance of academic standards, the improvement of facilities, and the expansion of the campus. The student body is represented by the University Administration, which is responsible for the management of the college, and by the students' council, which is responsible for the representation of the students' interests. The main concerns of the students are the maintenance of academic standards, the improvement of facilities, and the expansion of the campus. The student body is represented by the University Administration, which is responsible for the management of the college, and by the students' council, which is responsible for the representation of the students' interests. The main concerns of the students are the maintenance of academic standards, the improvement of facilities, and the expansion of the campus. The student body is represented by the University Administration, which is responsible for the management of the college, and by the students' council, which is responsible for the representation of the students' interests.

Fraternities Fined For Parties Held During Homecoming

Five fraternities were fined by the Activities Council for parties held during homecoming week. According to Melinda Horn, ACB chairman, the fines were imposed after the council members had voted to impose a fine of $10 per party to be assessed against any fraternity that provided entertainment at a party.

"Euryanthe Overture" by Cari Childs, Jean Potter and Mrs. June Tucker's Grove will be the scene for the annual homecoming dance to be held on Friday, Nov. 14, at 8 p.m. The dance will feature music and entertainment provided by the Santa Barbara College Glee Club and the Santa Barbara College Band. The dance is open to all students and will feature a variety of activities, including a costume contest and a raffle for prizes.

"La Cambre' Contracts Must be Signed Soon

Those organizations which have not yet submitted contracts for their pages in La Cambre are required to do so immediately, according to Sue Bullis, assistant professor of English. The contracts must be signed by the organization's representatives and submitted to Miss Bellinger, assistant professor of art, by Thursday at 11 a.m.

ACB Policy for Violations Set Up

The policy concerning violations of the Activities Council regulations was set up at a recent meeting of the council. According to ACB chairman, the fines will be assessed against any organization that violates the regulations. The fines will be used to help finance the events and activities of the council.

The male students in the cast will act as chaperones and sponsors must be present at all times. The chaperones and sponsors must be present at all times, and anyone interested is asked to try out and be on call for emergencies. Those interested may contact either Peggy Gilbert or Thelma Simpson, Gerry Cox, Fred Junker will play the part of the school's water boy. The main project under consideration for next year is the construction of a new gymnasium.

AB President's Office

The office of the president of the Activities Council has been given to Santa Barbara College. Names, college addresses, and telephone numbers of all students who wish to be on the dormitory host committee will be available in the near future. Anyone interested in serving on the committee should contact either Melinda Horn or Thelma Simpson.

Job Information for Women Is Available

With information regarding the Army Reserve Officers Corps and the Reserve Officer Program for women is available in the office of the Dean of Women. The office is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.


topic will be on the agenda of the next meeting of the Activities Council on Monday, Dec. 8, at 8 p.m.

ACB policies, which was sent to all organizations must be satisfied before the fine is lifted. This fine will be used to help finance the events and activities of the council.
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Imagine My Surprise!

Yes, you'll find my shoes in the shade and the toothbrushes hanging up in my yard. These "midnightUinta," you know, I endeavor to create another masterpiece for all Santa Barbarans to hush over. So many little things have been happening I just can't decide who to finger first. However, I shall begin...

I am so happy to see that the old tradition of CIFG is not dead on the campus. It was buried for a long time, you might say, and the other Friday gave what I heard about. And I think it's fine. I must confess to you that the place was filled with Alpha Phi and Kappa Sig. No names today, kids, reason obvious.

Before rambling on too long, I'd like to review some of the AEU events. As was expected, a great turnout. Gauchos traveled up to the fine city of Los Angeles and the administration stood it. Campbell played host to the DGs. Everywhere you went in her abode you ran into Pat Becko, Georgia Bixen, Moya Jarard, Irena and Marian Combs, etc., on into the night.

Bill Brown really played host in style with his parents. They had a suite at the Mark Hopkins and held open house for any and all Santa Barbara College students. The high light Saturday came when two unidentified people climbed the fire escape to the Top of the Mark. I guess people were really shocked to see out the windows and back into someone else's seventeenth story up. Such scrutiny is never good upon oneself...

What has happened department... featured at your local headliners is a captivating renewal of the UCLA Ga game. In all the crowd some of the expected you see the great UCLA rooting section as in-traditional, but someone fouled their switches. The crowd shows is nothing but Santa Barbara rooting bodies. Be sure to see it today. May be you had your first screen test and didn't know it.

To the Thias in the love-and-romance division... Big announcement coming up from two old-timers. Look for it through the mails or in person on or near Thanksgiving. Surprise plan in store.

Larry Chapman, Ted Troy, Jon Popovich and all members of the Order of the White Camel. Congratulations pleasantly surprised by the return of the Colonel. Celebrations followed. Col. Lee Hardy is on his way to a doctorate at UCLA; only his thesis on "Reification of California's Congressional Districts" remains to be done. Good luck.

I heard via the grapevine that Legislative Council is becoming concerned and board chairman who hasn't been showing up at meetings an all-powerful to offer kids for removing deadwood before it hampers them too much. This might stimulate some real competition for the posts available in student government and at the same time make people realize that responsibility goes with a job in council. I wonder if anyone reading this column wants to get into student government, I advise you to get on the ball with applications (available in AS-CCSC office) for the vacancies must now seat the day.

Ah, well, soon the college life is over and all is well. For now I said adieu, farewell, thirty, end, etc. Get the idea? You do? Imagine my surprise!
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**and Accessory Organs not Adversely Affected by Smoking Chesterfields**

**First such report ever published about any cigarette**

A responsible consulting organization has reported the results of a continuing study by a competent medical specialist and his staff on the effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A group of people from various walks of life was organized to smoke only Chesterfields.

For six months this group of men and women smoked their normal amount of Chesterfields—ten to forty a day—each cigarette.

45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continuously from one to thirty years for an average of 10 years each.

At the beginning and at the end of the six-month period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including x-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:

"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the six-month period by smoking the cigarettes provided."

---
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Miss Jean Hodgkins Thinks She Is Lucky Person
By JOAN WOOTTON

"I've been the luckiest person all along the line," said Miss Jean Hodgkins when she came to Santa Barbara College. Miss Hodgkins stated that she started out with no idea of what her future held or what her experiences would be. While she was attending UCLA she was a physical education major and was working in the Horror Museum Demonstration School. There she was able to watch teachers practicing the new methods in teaching physical education.

While she was at Colima she met Rossland Cassidy, a well-known industrial arts teacher, who was working on her Ph.D. Miss Hodgkins's valuable assistance enabled Miss Cassidy to obtain a physical education position at Mills College.

Hockey in Central Park.

Miss Jean Hodgkins went to UCLA as a physical education major and finally returned to the Horror Museum Demonstration School where she was in charge of the sports program. When asked about her time there she remembers taking the students by bus to the Central Park to play hockey. When the time came for the winter season she forced them to take the subway to the park, but this delighted the students.

The war interrupted Miss Hodgkins's teaching career when she joined the Navy and became an officer after attending the officers' training school at Pearl Harbor. After her graduation she became a Pennsylvania shipwoman on the U.S.S. Independence where she was in charge of the 7th Naval Air Force's welfare and recreation. In response to a query about her work, she said, "I had my office in Milan, but we traveled to all the important stations in the area to check up on the morale of the instigators to planning recreation parties for both enlisted and officer's parties. We were then transferred to the 3rd Naval District in New York City where I found a new home. My job consisted in making recreation Millineum for the officers and men on leave. Another one of my many duties was to take care of the children's parties for the sons of aircraft mechanics, ballplayers, bathhouses and cruisers. The officers' parties were orchestrated from active duty with, and would want to have a dinner舞 for his men on the Waldorf or the Elitch, with the money they had earned during their absence. All of the officers were very fortunate and arranged wonderful parties for the young Miss Hodgkins. There was also the responsibility of rotating dates, but Miss Hodgkins claims this was "no trick at all." She called up the Great New York Telephone Company, explained her job, and she was supplied the couples. "We had a party at almost every hotel in New York," said Miss Hodgkins.

Released from Navy.

When the Navy was released from the Navy in 1946 she took the rank of Capt. in the Army. She then came to Santa Barbara where she became the supervisor of teacher training in physical education. She divides her time by traveling from one secondary school to another and teaching some social education courses. She is also faculty advisor to the Kinky Committee of the Student Discipline Committee and an active member of the Arts Advisory Board.

Miss Hodgkins is responsible for the most of Miss Hodgkins' 3 million dollar trip to Switzerland, Denmark and Italy. This tour, which missed Sweden in this list because of their short hours in daylight, when asked about the trip, Miss Hodgkins concluded, "It was all such a wonderful trip, it is hard to break it down, but we were inspired by the friendliness of the people toward those of us who traveled as we did. I think the Bavarian Alps, the City of Vi­enna, the art treasures of Italy, the beautiful Mediterranean Sea, and traveling along the French Riviera are improvisations that we will never forget.

Makes Jewelry.

If you happen to notice Miss Hodgkins wearing a piece of mod­erante jewelry, it is probably something she has made herself. This pastime enables her to make beautiful gifts for her friends. Miss Hodgkins plays a very "wicked" game of hockey, but her favorite sport is Antelope Speedball is another of her ardent passions.

Miss Hodgkins' publications include: "The Bureau of American Physical Education Yearbook," "Health and Recreation." This article given the teacher some ideas for organizing the sports program in large classes. Miss Hodgkins included in the Special Section of the National Section of Women's Supervision.

Miss Hodgkins has just returned from a five-day absence at which time she finished her degree at Boston Uni­versity. She is now Dr. Jean Hodgkins.

Miss Hodgkins is a favorite industrial education teacher and an inspiration to student teachers. Her guidance and pa­tience helped many a physical education major in becoming an excellent teacher.

When asked about her future Miss Hodgkins remarked, "I plan to spend next summer resting on the beach at my home on Ballins Island."
MEET SAN DIEGO STATE IN FINALE FRIDAY

Coach Stan Williamson's Santa Barbara Gauchos chalked up their seventh victory of the year when they spunked the College cabin, 49-7.

This Friday night the Gauchos will tangle with the powerful San Diego State Aztecs in what should be the best game of the season. The Anteaters, under Coach Bill Schulte, will be in Berkeley for their fourth year and will be out to pull a re-

Revenge

The Anteater have won 32 yards on a reverse, and Gorrie

Miss Elvira Skubic - and Miss

headed up the drive toward the College cabin.

Gladys Van Fossen will accom-

and Anna Home, Dr. Jean Hodgkins,

students entertainment is Pat Ol-

peat performance.

The Aztecs have a 4-3 record for

the season and are tied with the

The Gauchos should score that

The Gauchos guilt up a 20-7

a stubborn defense

The team standings:

The Gauchos chalked up

The Gauchos for second place in the

The Aztecs have been given a special award for this achieve-

A ladies' race also will be held

Trophy will be awarded to the winner.

Any girls interested in playing

The Gauchos have won the past
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Fashion Show Given
By AWS Is Success

The AWS fashion show was a big success, according to Teddy
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